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ORTHOGONAL EXPANSION OF VECTOR-VALUED 
FUNCTIONS AND MEASURES 
STEPHEN K. McKEE, Bedford Park (South Australia) 
I t is well known that , given a sequence an,n = 0, ± 1 , ± 2 , . . . , of complex 
numbers, the questions (I) does there exist a measure on [0, 2n] such t h a t 
the an are the Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients of the measure, and (2) does there 
exist a function in Lp([0, 2TC]), 1 ^ p ^ oo, such that the an are the Fourier 
coefficients of this function, can both be answered in terms of Cesaro means. 
That is, the (C, 1) summation process can be used to characterize series involv­
ing the trigonometric orthonormal sequence. 
This paper firstly considers the above problems for transforms involving 
other orthonormal sequences of functions on a finite interval, expressing the 
required conditions in terms of the linear means of certain regular summation 
methods. Then, in section 3, the an are taken to be elements of a vector space 
and conditions are given under which the an are the coefficients of (1) a vector-
valued measure, (2) a Pettis integrable vector-valued function, (3) a vector-
valued measure with finite total variation, and (4) a Bochner integrable 
function. 
1. Introduction. Let 6n, n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., be an orthonormal sequence of 
continuous functions on a finite interval [a, &]. Let the real matrix (Cxn), 
0 ^ n ^ N — 1, N = 1,2, . . . , represent a regular linear summation process 
N-l 
A. For each N and n, put XNU = 2 CJVA;. Then 
k—n 
(1) l]mkNn= 1, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
N-+ao 
Definitions. For each f in Li ([a, b]), the elements 
b 
(2) an = jf(t)6n(t)dt, n = 0,1,2, ..., 
a 
are called the coefficients off. For a measure /JL on [a, b], the elements 
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(3) «n = J 6»(t)/t {6t), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 
a ' 
are called the coefficients o///. 
CO 
If/ is in L\ ([a, b]), the linear means of the expansion 2 a<nQn(t) of/ are 
«=o 
J V - l b 
<*N(t) = 2 *-V» a " 0»C) = / ^-VC' 5)/( 5) d*> 
«=0 a 
where 
J V - l 
-K1v(*, 8) = 2 *#» e * (0^«(*)« 
w=0 
Note that for all N and all t and 8, 
(4) KN(s,t) = K^tTs). 
In all of our theorems, we assume 




uniformly ivith respect to t for all continuous functions ip on [a, b]. 
lim Г KN(t, s)тp(s) ds = гp(t) 
Lemma 1. (see [5] p. 183). Condition U implies that the sequence {6n} is 
complete and that there exists a constant M < oo such that 
b 
J \KN(t, s)\ ds ^ M, t G [a, 6,1, N = 1, 2, . . .. 
a 
E x a m p l e . Condition U holds for the sequence of eigenfunctions of a regular 
StmTn-Liouville system with (C, 1) summation. 
2. Scalar-valued Expansions. Theorem 1. Let {0n} be an orthonormal sequence 
of continuous functions and A a regular summation method satisfying Condi­
tion U. Given a sequence an, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , of complex numbers, there exists 
(i) a function f in L\ such that the an are the coefficients off; 
(ii) a function f in IJV, 1 < p ^ oo, such that the an are the coefficients of f; 
(iii) a complex, regular Borel measure ft such that the an are the coefficients of /a; 
if and only if the linear means aN 
(i)' converge in the L\-norm; 
(ii)' are bounded in the Lv-norm; 
(iii)' are bounded in the L\-norm. 
At least part of this theorem is already known (see [5] p. 215 where the 
Lp case (1 < p < oo) is given). However, for completeness, we give a proof 
of all parts using the following lemmas. 
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Lemma 2. For each N, define the linear maps TN : Lp -» Lp (for all p, 1 ^ 
< p ^ oo) by 
b 
(TNg)(t) - J W , 8)fJ(8) d8, geLp. 
a 
Then each TN is continuous for all p, 1 ^ p ^ oo, and there exists a constant 
D< oo 8uc7& ^a^ ||5fV|| < D for all N. 
Proof. When p = 1, we have, by (4) and Lemma 1, for each g in L±y 
b b b b 
sup \\TNg\\ --= sup J | JKN(t, s)g(s) ds\dt ^ sup J (|gr(8)| J | ^ ( « , 8)| <tt) d8 
N N a a N a a 
^M\\g\\. 
Therefore sup \\TN\\ = Di < oo. When p = oo, for each JV, 
b 
\\TN\\ = sup ess . sup | J KN(t, s)g(s) ds\ 
= i t 
sup ess . sup J \KN(t, 8)| |gr(s)| d8 = D2 < oo. 
= i 
Putting _D = max (Di, D*), we have that, for each N, TN is a linear map 
of each Lp space into itself (1 ^ p ^ oo) and TN is continuous for p = 1 
and p = oo with norm at most D. The result now follows from the Riesz 
convexity theorem ([4] p. 526). 
Lemma 3. If f is in Lp([a,b]), 1 ^ p < oc, then TNf converges to f in the 
Lp-norm. 
Proof. Let e > 0 be given. Then there exists xp in G([a, b]) such that 
11/ — y\\p < 8. So, by Condition U, for all sufficiently large N, 
\\TNf-f\\ < \\TN(f-w)\\ + \\TNW - vll + \\w-f\\ 
<\\TN\\\\f - W\\ + 8 + 8 < D8 + 28. 
Lemma 4. If f is in L^ ([a, b]), then TNf converges to f in the weak-star topology 
of Ax> 
Proof. For all g in L\ ([a, b]), 




which, by Lemma 3 with p = I, tends to zero as N -> oo. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that / is in Li and the an are the coeffi-
cients of/. Then aN = TNf and so (i)' follows from Lemma 3. Also if/ is in 
Lp, (ii)' follows from Lemma 3 (1 < p < oo) and Lemma 4 (p = oo). If the 
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an are the coefficients of a complex measure //, then, by (4) and Lomma 1, 
h b b b 
Ikvlli - J I J KN(t, s)fi (ds)\ dt ^ J J | A*(/, *)| dt\ft\ (ds) 
a% a a a 
< M\p\([a9b\). 
We now show the converse implications. First obseive that , if n is fixed and 
N> w, then by (1), 
b h N-l 
(5) J On(t)aN(t) dt = J 0n(«) 2 -WaroMO d£ = ; ^ a w -> a„ , N -> GO . 
If the <TJV converge in the Li-norm, they converge to an integral)le fmiction / 
So 
I / ( / ( ! ) - Oy(t))Bn(t) dt\ < j\f(t) - a„(t)\ \6n(t)\ dt 
therefore. 
H nc . by (5). 
< s u p | 0 „ ( 0 l l l / - ^ v | | . 
t 
h b 
lim | \f(t)On(t) dt - J aN(t)fln(t) dlí = 0. 
N a a 
b 
\'f(t)6n(t)át---.an. 
Suppose the aN are bounded in Z^-norm, 1 < p < oo. We may as well 
assume that \\ajs\\ ̂  1, N = 1, 2, . . .. The aN then lie in the unit ball of the 
-conjugate space of Lq (where p~
l + q_1 — 1). Since this unit ball is weak-
-star compact, there is a-funotion / in Lv with ||/|| ^ L such that every weak-
-star neighbourhood of / contains aN for infinitely many values of N. In other 
b " b 
words, given any g in Lq, the numbers J aN(t)g(t) dt are near | f(t)g(t) dt for 
a (I 
infinitely many values of N. But each 6n is in Lq and so, by (5), 
b 
aH = j f(t)6„(t) dt. 
a 
h 
Suppose that \ \aN(t)\ dt < a for all N. Define, for each N
T. the scalar-
d 
valued map &N on C([a, b\) by 
b 
0N(V) = J tp(t)aN(t) dt, yje G([a, b]). 
a 
Then, for all N, \\0N\\ ^ a. That is, all the 0N are in the (weak-star compact) 
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ball of radius a of the dual space of C([a, b]). Hence, there exists a regular 
Borel measure /i such that , for all e > 0 and all tp in C([a, b]), there exists N 
such that 
b b 
(6) | J y>(t)oN(t) dt - J V(t)[i (dt)\ < e. 
a a 
Since each 6n is in C([a, b]), we have, by (5), 
an= j On(t)fi (dt). 
3. Vector-valued Expansions. Let X be a quasi-complete, locally convex 
topological vector space. For each N, let &N : C([a, b]) -> X be a linear map. 
The set of maps @N is said to be weakly equi-compact if there is a weakly 
compact subset IV of X such that 
{<PN(y>);VeC([a,b]), \\v\\ < 1, N =\,2, . . . } c IV. 
Let the sequence {0n} and summation matrix A be as above, again satisfying 
Condition U. Let 0B ([a, b]) stand for the rr-algebra of all Borel sets in [a, b]. 
Theorem 2. Given a sequence an, n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., of elements of X, there 
exists a regular measure JU : 3$([a,b]) -> X such that the an are the coefficients 
of ft if and only if the set of maps &N : C([a, b]) -> X, N = 1,2, . . ., defined by 
b 
0N(yj) = J jp(t)aN(t) dt, v c- C([a, b]), 
a 
is weakly equi-compact. 
Theorem 3. Given a sequence an, n = 0, I, 2, . . ., of elements of X and a Pettis 
integrable function f, the an are the coefficients off if and only if 
(7) lim \ f(t) (aN(t) - f(t)) dt = 0 
N a 
for all \p in G([a, b\) with ||^|| < 1. 
N o t e . It has been proved in [6] that Theorem 2 holds for the Fourier 
case on any locally compact abelian group. The same paper proves tha t the 
convergence of (7) in the Fourier case is uniform. There is evidence to believe 
tha t the convergence in Theorem 3 is uniform but we leave this as a conjecture. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. Suppose tha t such a measure exists. Then, for each 
y in C([a, b]), 
b b 
0N(xp) = J W(t) J KN(t, s)[i (ds) dt 
a a 
= f (f KN(t,s)y>(t)dt)/u(ds). 
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Let R(jit) = {ft(A); A e^([a, b])}, the range of fi, and let Q be the closed, 
absolutel}T convex hull of R(JU). Then R(JU) is relatively weakly compact in X 
(see [7]) and so, by the Krein theorem (eg. [7]), Q is weakly compact. Now, 
for all y) in C([a* b]) with \\ip\\ ^ 1, we have, by (4) and Lemma 1, 
I J KN(t9 8)y>(t) dt\ ^ \\v\\ j \KN(t, s)\ dt ^ M. 
a a 
But for all measurable cp with \<p(t)\ ^ 1 for all t in [a, 6], 
b 
a 
Therefore, 0Nty) is in MQ for all N and all %p in C([a, b]) with \\%p\\ ^ 1. That is. 
the set of &N is weakly equi-compact. 
Suppose now tha t the set of 0N is weakly equi-compact. Then there exists 
a weakly compact subset TV of X such tha t {&Nty); ^peC([a,b]), \\ip\\ < 1, 
N = 1,2, . . .} <= TV. Take x' in X'', the dual of X. Then there exists a constant 
oca- such tha t 
\<&N(y>),x'>\ < *x' 
for all N and all ^p with \\\p\\ < 1. Therefore, for each JV, 
b 
sup | j y>(t)(aN(t), x'y dt\ ^ a*-; 
tha t is 
(' \<aN(t),x'y\dt ^ OLZ-
a 
Therefore, part (iii) of Theorem 1 implies tha t there exists a scalar-valued 
measure fix such tha t 
b 
(8) <an:x/y = j 6n(t)tix'(At) 
a 
and. by (6), 
b 
(9) lim <0N(fp), x'y - f y>(t)/ix- (dt) 
X a 
for all ^p in C([a, b]). That is, for each fixed tp, {(&Nty), x'y} is convergent 
for all x' in X'. Thus {0N(f)} is weakly Cauchy and therefore weakly convergent 
since {0Nty)\ N — 1, 2, . . . } is in the weakly compact set |M|TV. Denote the 
weak limit by 0(y>). Then, for all \p with ||y|| ^ 1, 0ty) is in TV. Since TV is 
weakly compact, 0 is weakly, compact (i.e. it takes the unit ball of C([a, b]) 
to a relatively weakly compact set). So, by a theorem of Bartle, Dunford 
and Schwartz ([6] Proposition 1), there exists a regular measure fi : &([a, b]) ->• 
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-> X such that 
&(y>) = j y>(t)/,i (dt) 
a 
for all y> in C([a, b]). Taking y> = 6n gives, for all x' in I ' , 
(&(6n),x'y = f en(tKfi(&t),x'>. 
But, by (8) and (9), 
6 




Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose that the an are the coefficients of/. Let V 
be an absorbent neighbourhood of 0 in X. For all ip in C([a, b]), 
J y(t)(aN(t) -f(t))dt = J V(t)( J Jf*(*. 8)/(8) ds -f(t)) dt 
a a a 
= jf(s)( j KN(t, s)y>(t) dt - W(s)) ds. 
a d 
Also, there exists a constant d > 0 such that for all y with \y\ < d, 
\yf(s)dseV. 
\ a 
But for each ip in C([a, b]) with ||y|| < 1, there exists an integer N0(ip) such 
that for all N > N0(ip), 
b 
| J KN(t, s)ip(t) dt - ip(s)\ < d. 
a 
Hence, if ip is in C([a, b]) with \\tp\\ ^ 1, N > iV0(t/j) implies 
J y ( 0 M 0 - / ( * ) ) d t e F . 
Conversely, define 
0N(V) = J ip(t)aN(t) dt, N = 1, 2, . . . ; 
a 
b 
0(ip) = \ ip(t)f(t)dt, ipeC([a,b]), 
a 
and suppose that lim (Mv) = #(Y») f o r a11 H> i n C(l>> 61) w i t h llvll < -• T h e n> 
N 
for all x' in X' and all such y>, 
lim <0,v(v»), a'> = <<%), .*'>• 
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So. for every .r' in X\ 
(an.x'y = lim ton<fln, - O = hm J On(t)<aN(t), x/} dt 
N d 
b 
= < j 6n(t)f(t)dt. x'y 
and hence 
«„ = f 6n(t)f(t) dt. 
a 
Let X be a Banach space. Suppose the sequence {0n} and summation method 
A again satisfy Condition U. 
Theorem 4. Given a sequence an, n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., of elements of X, there 
exists a regular measure /t : t%([a, b]) -> X of finite total variation such that 
the an are the coefficients of /t if and only if there exists a constant H such that 
\\\aN(t)\\dt < IF, . N = 1,2 
Theorem 5. Given a sequence an, n — 0, 1, 2, . . ., of elements of X, there 
exists an X-valued Bochner integrable function f on [a, b] such that the an are 
the coefficients of f if and only if 
b 
lim J \\aN(t) - oj(t)\\ dt - 0. 
N,J^oo a 
These theorems have been proved in [2] for the Fourier case on groups 
(under certain restrictions). 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 4. Suppose tha t such a measure exists. Then, for 
each N, by (4) and Lemma 1, 
J \\aN(t)\\ dt = J || J KN(t, s)^ (ds) || dt 
a a a 
^ / ( j \KN(t, s)\ dt)\\,i\\ (ds) < M\\fi\\([a, b]). 
a a 
b 
Conversely, suppose tha t J ||a,v(0l| dt ^ H for all N. If we define 
a 
b 
0N{tp) = J tp{t)aN(t) dt, ipe C([a, b]), 
then \\<PN\\ ^ H for all N. Since, for each n, \im&N(6n) = an, we have tha t 
N 
lim &N(y) exists for all xp which are linear combinations of the 0n and so, as 
N 
\\@N\\ < H for all N, we conclude tha t lim 0N(xp) exists for all %p in C([a, b]). 
N 
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Denote this limit by <P(yj). To obtain our required measure, we use Lemma 5 
(see [3], § 19, p . 380, 383). For each subset A of [a, b], let C([a, b], A) denote 
the space of continuous functions on [a, b] vanishing outside A. IfF7 : C([a, b]) -> 
-> X is a linear map, define for each A, 
\\\FA\\\ = sup 2\W(Wi)W 
where supremum is over all finite families y>f in C([a, b], A) with 2 M O I ^ 
^ XA(t) for all t m [a, b]. 
Lemma 5. If F : C([a, b]) -*- X is a linear map, then there exists a regular 
measure //. : .4t([a, b]) -> X with finite variation such that 
F(v) = fy>(t),t(dt), y>eC([a,b]), 
a 
if and only if 
PA I I I < GO 
for all A in M([a, b]). 
Let A be in $i([a, b]) and let {ipi; i = 1, 2, . . . n) be a finite family of fulle-
st 
tions in C([a,b],A) with 2 |y*(0l ^ XA(1), t in [a, 6]. Then, for each N, 
i = l 
i = l a 
2 ii^(v*)ii - 2 ii J v.(*W(o <-*n 
?:•—1 i—1 a 
2 J wm\ IMOII d< ^ j ' Zx(o IMOII d* < H. • 
t = l a a 
Hence 2 11 (̂̂ )11 ^ H and so | | | ^ | | | ^ H. Therefore, there exists a regular 
I 
measure // : 3t([a, b]) -> X with finite variation such that 
b 
0(yO = \xp(t)n(dt), xpeC([a,b]). 
a 
But each 0n is in C([a, b]) and so, by (5), 
b 
dn = f Gn(t)/j, (dt). 
d 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 5. Suppose tha t / is Bochner integrable and the an 
are the coefficients off Let {Ai}\ be a finite family in &([a,b]) and {fit}" 
a finite family of vectors in X and define g : [a, b] -> X bjr 
i = l 
Then, 
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b b b n b 
• J li 2ft<J 
a i=\ a 
J || JKN(t, s)g(s) ds - g(t)\\ dt = J || 2lJ.(JIMl, «) ;W«) d* - ,̂(011 dř 
6 ь 
ť-=l a" a 
2 (Ц/S.Ц J I J - З Д *) XлSfl) às - ЫOIcU) 
which, by Lemma 3, tends to 0 as N -> oo. Therefore, since the set of all 
such g is dense in the space of all Bochner integrable functions and as oN(t) = 
= j KN(t,s)f(s)ds, 
a 
l imj \\aN{t)-f{t)\\dt=0. 
Conversely, suppose that the sequence {aN} is Cauchy in the norm of the 
space of all Bochner integrable functions. Since this space is Banach, aN 
converges in the Bochner space norm to a Bochner integrable function /. 
So, for each n, 
II J (f(t) - aN(t))Bn(t) dtU J 11/(0 - oN(t)\\ IMOI d* 
a a 
<8u P |e w (0llk^-/llB->o, N^oo. 
Thus, by (5), 
6 
a* = $ Bn(t)f(t)dt. 
a 
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